
THE REPUBLIC OF UGANDA

IN THE ANTI-CORRUPTION DTVISION OF THE HIGH COURT, AT KOLOLO

CRIMINAL APPEAL NO.orz OF zorg

(Arising out of Anti-Corruption Division Criminal Case No or3z of zo16)

APPELLANT

VERSUS

UGANDA RESPONDENT

. SEFORE THE HON. JANE OKUO KAJUGAJ

JUDGEMENT

This is an appeal from the decision of the Magistrate Grade r sitting at the Anti-
Corruption Division delivered on r8th luly 2o1,g in which the Appellant was

convicted on the charge of Knowingly using falsified documents Contrary to

Section zog(h) of the East African Community Customs Management Act 2oo4

and was sentenced to z4 months' imprisonment.

He has now appealed to this Court against both the conviction and the sentence.

The grounds of the appeal are as follows: -

1. That the learned Trial Magistrate erred in law and fact when he failed to

evaluate the evidence as a whole, thereby arriving at a wrong conclusion

which occasioned a miscarriage of justice to the Appellant.

z. The learned Trial Magistrate erred in law and fact when he ignored the

Appellant's evidence thus arriving at a wrong conclusion which occasioned

a miscarriage of Justice to the Appellant.

3. The learned Trial Magistrate erred in law and fact when he failed to find

that the prosecution had failed to prove its case to the required standard.

SANDE ROBERT



Before I handle the substantive appeal, I feel duty bound to address the manner

in which the grounds are formulated.

Section zS(+) of the Criminal Procedure Code Act provides that;

Where the Appellant is representedbg an advocate or the appeal is preferred

by the Director of Public Prosecutions, the grounds of appeal shall include

particulars of the matters of law or of fact in regard to which the court

appealedfro* is alleged to have erred.

This requirement is intended to make clear what part of the lower court's

judgment the appellant wishes to appeal against and for what reasons.

The grounds formulated in this case are framed in a very general woy, making it
hard to point out what particular matters of law or fact are being appealed against

especially grounds r and 3. It's no wonder therefore that when arguing the appeal,

counsel for the appellant chooses to consolidate all the three into one ground.

I have considered the filed submissions by Counsel for the appellant, M/S

Masereka, Mangeni and Co. Advocates and established the following as the gist of

the appeal:

That the appellant was charged and convicted on a defective charge sheet

and the trial court should have dismissed the charge against the appellant.

It was his contention that Section 4z(z) of the Magistrates Court Act

could not cure the defectiveness of the charge sheet against the Appellant

as it did not give him adequate notice of what charges he was being faced

with.

z. That the trial Magistrate erred in convicting the appellant when the

prosecution did not lead any evidence to show that the appellant was the

one who altered the year of manufacture on the documents in issue. It was

his contention that the charge sheet and evidence presented by the state

witnesses did not disclose any of the ingredients that are required for the

appellant to be convicted under Section zoSG) of tl:e East African
Community Customs Management Act.
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3. That the trial Magistrate did not consider the appellant's evidence on pages

45 to 5o of the record of proceedings which showed that he was not
involved in the presentation of the documents to customs. From the
evidence of PW r to PW 3 and that of Ar, the custody of the motor vehicle
remains in the hands of the clearing agent and warehouse till taxes have

been paid and the vehicle cleared and because of that the appellant had no

control to make any alterations as claimed and alleged by the prosecution.
The verification report that was presented by the URA agent that shows the
year of manufacture as 2oog is made while the vehicle is warehoused

where the Appellant has no control. That the appellant lost the documents

and made a Statutory Declaration showing the year of manufacture as

2OO7.

4. That the trial court failed to duly and properly weigh the evidence of both
the prosecutor and that of the appellant as a whole to come up with an

evidence backed judgment.

Counsel for the appellant prayed that the appeal be allowed and the conviction

and sentence set aside, but in the event that court upholds the judgment of the

trial court the custodial sentence served by the appellant should be reduced and

or substituted and the appellant be given a fine.

Submissions of the Respondent

Counsel for the Respondent opposed the appeal and submitted as follows; .

That the trial magistrate had correctly applied the provisions of Section 4z(z) of

the Magistrates Court Act in holding that the defect in the charge sheet was

curable. He supported the courts substitution of the section in the statement of

offense to Section 2o3 (h) of the East African Community Customs Management

Act.

That the trial Magistrate evaluated the evidence as a whole and subjected each

piece of the evidence against the ingredients of the offense. The appellant was at

the Centre of the transactions and rightly placed on the scene by PWz and PW 3.

He was the consignee of the vehicle and had been contracted to import a car of



the year of manufacture 2oog. He supported the Trial Magistrates finding that

the appellant, having imported a car contrary to the expectations of the buyer,

was under pressure to present to him a model zoog car thereby designing a

mechanism to process and present falsified documents to customs.

The Export Certificate showed zorg and a verification report was written based

on that information. Counsel for the respondent submitted that the verification

report which is marked PEXz and the Warehousing entry IM7 marked as PEr were

generated based in the falsified documents PID r and PIDz presented by the

appellant.

He concluded that the essential elements to prove the charge against the

Appellant received due consideration and prayed that the appeal be dismissed and

the conviction and sentence upheld.

Consideration of the Appeal

This is a first appeal and as such, this court is enjoined to carefully and

exhaustively re-evaluate the evidence as a whole and make its own decisions on

the facts (See cases of Kifamunte Henry Vs. Uganda SCCA No, ro of 1997 and
Bogere Moses and Anor vs. Uganda, Supreme Court Criminal Appeal No. r of
a997)

In Kifamunte's case, the Supreme Court of Uganda stated as follows:

"We agree that onfirst appealfrom a conviction bg aJudge the appellant ts entttled
to have the appellate court's own constderatton and views of the evidence x a

whole and its own dectstonthereon. Thefirst appellate court has the duty to review
the evidence of the case and to reconstder the materials before the TrialJudge. The

appellate court must then make up its own mind not dtsregarding the judgement

appealed from but carefully weightng it and constdering it"

Being mindful of the above, I proceed to review the evidence that was adduced

before the trial court and make up my own mind on whether the offense of
knowingly using falsified documents as provided under the law was proved by



the facts to the requisite standard and whether the judgement of the lower court
rc proper.

I have considered the record of proceedings and the judgement of the lower court,
examined the exhibits tendered in this case and the submissions made before this
court.

Did the Trial Magistrate err in fact and in law when he conducted the trial of
the appellant on a charge sheet that was defective?

From the submissions filed by the Appellant and the Respondent it is clear that
there was a defect on the charge sheet. Court will not therefore belabor this point.

'What is in question is whether the defect was curable under the law.

Counsel for the appellant argues that the charge sheet did not give the appellant

adequate notice of the charges he was being faced with. The Respondent suggests

there was no prejudice suffered by the appellant as it was clear from the

particulars what offence he was charged with.

For clarity, I summarize the facts relevant to this issue:

The appellant and another were charged with the offense of "knowinglg using

falsified documents c/s zoS @) of the East African Community Customs

Management Act 2oo4 @ACCMA).

The particulars of the offense were that"inlune zot6 at HAKS Investment Ltd

Customs Car Bond they knowingly used falsified export documents to wit
UNBS Inspection Report US 845:zoo8 dated t4.3.zoti and export certificate

g64toozg48o6 for warehousing and re-exporting a unit Toyota Harrier"

This was the charge brought against the appellant and the one to which he

pleaded not guilty on 2oth October zot6.

The trial then proceeded till judgement under the above statement and particulars

of the offense.

I will first address the issue of the defective charge sheet.
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I reproduce Section 2o3 G) of EACCMA, under which the appellant was charged

and it reads as follows:

"A person who in ang matter relating to customs makes or causes to be made

any declaration, certiftcate, application or other document which is false or
incorrect in any particular commits an offense"

It is apparent that Section zog (b) establishes a very different offense than is

contained in the particulars of the offense cited on the charge sheet.

A person charged under this provision (Section zog (b)) would have to defend

himself against the prosecution's allegation that he was the person who made or
caused to be made, a false declaration in a matter relating to customs.

This is different from the expectation that is created by the particulars of offense

which allege that the accused knowingly used a falsified document. An accused

faced with a charge of "knowingly using a falsified document" does not have to
defend himself against making or causing the false declaration to be made, rather
his defense would be centered on rebutting the allegation that he knew the

document was falsified and went ahead to use it.

The two are significantly different.

The trial Magistrate was then faced with the question of the defective charge sheet

during the judgement.

At page z of his judgement he states as follows:

".tn both the statement and parttculars of the charge sheet, the state alluded to the

fact of "knowing". Upon perusal of the Act, Section zog (b) has nothing with
"knowing" which would need to prove knowledge as one other element of the

offense. Thus I find the charge tmproperly drafted.

That notwtthstanding, under Section Ez(z) of the Magbtrate Court Act it is
provided that the validitg of any proceedings instituted or purported to be

instituted under sub sectton Q) shall not be affected bg ang defect in the charge,
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or complaint, or bg the fact that a summons, or warrant was issued wtthout any
complaint or charge, or in case of awarrant without a complaint on oath.

"The test as to whether the charge sheet is fatallg defective is a subsfantive one.

lVhat should be in mind is whether the accused is charged with an offence known
to law and whether it has been dtsclosed in a suffictentlg accurate fashion to gtve

the accused adequate notice of the charges facing him. If the answer is in the

affirmative, tt cannot be said tn ang wag other than a contrived one that the

charg es were defective. "

The Magistrate cites BND V Republic Criminal Appeal No.z5 of zot6 at page 5

Where it was held that a bad indictment would be one disclosing no offence known

to the law, for example where it was laid under a statute which has been repealed

and not re-enacted.

He finally resolved the issue by holding that Section zoS (h) was the proper

provision that should have been cited and substituted it for Section zog (b) which

appeared in the charge sheet. This substitution happened after the trial, at
judgement stage.

He then lists the ingredients of the offense under Section zog (h) and evaluates

the evidence in that respect. Being satisfied that the evidence was sufficient he

then proceeded to convict him under the substituted provision.

It was the learned Magistrates view that because section 2o3 (h) was in tandem

with the particulars of the charge sheet, there would be no embarrassment or

prejudice caused against the accused and no substantial miscarriage of justice

shall be occasioned.

In order to determine the propriety of the impugned actions of the Trial

Magistrate, this court is drawn to the provisions of the Magistrates Courts Act on

drafting of charge sheets:

Section 85 provides:
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"Every charge shatt contain and shall be sufficient if it contains, a statement of the

specific offenses with which the accused person is charged, together with such

particulars as mag be necessaru for giving reasonable information as the nature

of the offense charged.D '

Section 88 is also further instructive in this matter and provides:

"a) a Count of a charge shall commence with a statement of the offense charged

called the statement of offense

b) The statement of offense shall destibe the offense shortlg in ordinary language,

avoiding as far as possible the use of technical terms, and tf the offense charged is

creatins the offense"

It is clear from the above provisions which are both mandatory, that the law

places emphasis on reference to the provision of the law that creates the offense.

In other words, it is not enough that the statement describes the offense, e.g.

"Knowingly using a falsified document". The statement must contain the

provision of the law which creates the offense with which the accused person is

charged. This is mandatory and crucial because it is the law which creates the

offense and any accused charged must know what law he is accused of breaking.

The particulars of the offense are meant to support the statement of offense by
providing in summary form, reasonable information regarding the nature of the
offense that is charged. The two must flow together and must be understood by
the accused and by all with no ambiguity or lack of clarity.

In the present case, the wrong provision of the law creating the offense is cited,

and the particulars ere not in tandem with the statement of the offense. Section

zog (b) of EACCMA cited in the statement of offense relates to a different offense
than the one created under Section zog (h). The ingredients needed to prove the
offenses are different. The two are not minor and cognate offenses. It cannot
therefore be said that there was no ambiguity or lack of clarity created.
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The law on defective charge sheets and their effect on the trial is settled and has

been well articulated by the Trial Magistrate.

The validity of the proceedings cannot be questioned unless the error on the
charge sheet is material to the merits of the case and involves a miscarriage of
justice. Was the accused misled as to the nature of the offenses with which he was

charged?

The errors in the charge sheet on which the appellant was tried were material to
the merits of the case. They prejudiced the appellant who could not be certain
what the exact case against him was. Such an error could not be corrected at
judgement stage.

I am supported in this view in Ajoket Charles Versus Uganda, arising from High

Court Criminal Appeal No rz/r997) where the Judge in that matter held that
"being tried under one section, trted and convicted under another sectton creating

a dffirent offinse is extremelg trregular. A charge sheet is tntended to notifu the

accused of the nature of the allegations against htm. It should contain no

ambiguities as these are likely to embarrass him in his defence. This is a matter

the charge sheet was materially defective and the magistrate could have

cured it under Section go (t) (b) of the MCA. The trial magistrate did not take this

course, he instead proceeded to try the appellant under section 2gg 0) and convtct

htm under Section zg9 (t) under which he was not charged. ..the two offinses were

not mtnor and cognate to each other. This was a fundamental irregulartty

rendering the trial a nullity".

This court finds the facts in the present case to be on all fours with the facts in

the above case. The substitution of Section 2o3 (b) with section zo3 (h) of

EACCMA at judgement stage was flawed as the two offences created thereunder

are different, and are not minor and cognate.

Counsel for the Appellant contended that the defects in the charge sheet meant

that his client did not have adequate notice of the specific charges he was faced

with.

I fully agree with him in this regard.



The appeal succeeds on that ground and on that basis alone, I allow the appeal, I

quash the conviction and set aside the sentence.

I do not think it necessary to deal with the other grounds of appeal. The trial is a

nultity on the basis of the incurably defective charge sheet.

The appellant shall be immediately set free unless he is detained on any other

charges.

Jane Okuo Kajuga

Judge of the High Court

Ad-;rJ \glrl**


